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INTRODUCTION 

A fundamental issue that must be addressed in the study of chiid language is the 
nlationship between linguistic theory and child-language data. Tberc are at least 
lhree possibilities that can be identified in cumnt thinking: 

1. Data from the way children acquire language should be used as a gauge of 
linguistic theories; constraints can be set on possible theories of adult language 
by studying the process of language acquisition. Researchers of many different 
Persuasions have adopted this approach (e.& Barn, 1976; Bnurer, 1975; MC- 
Neil1 , 1970). 

2. Child language is no more revealing about the nature of adult language 
the wing movements of fledgling birds arc to rn account of adult bird flight. 

la both cases, there arc such strong biological constraints on the f d  form that 
@R pparatory attempts do not necessarily play a role in the a d  product 
( b k y ,  1976). This cxmme position has not kea endorsed by developmen- 
tal Pycholinguists. 

3. Linguistic theory provides information for the developmental psycholio- 
WSf about how to look at the development of language. what rules children arc 
b l Y  to need, and the hypotheses they might adopt as partial or whde solutions. 
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During the 196O's, this third approach was by far the most popular, esmialv 
in the debate involving the psychological d i t y  of transformational rules. ~ 

fate of the simple "derivational theory of complexity" in accounting for aduI 
performance is well known (sec Fodor. Bevtr, & Gamtt. 1974), but R. Brow 
(Brown & Hermstein. 1975) p r o p o d  that in certain areas it may provide an ap 
description of the acquisition of knowledge ratfKr than the use of it in corn 
prehension or memory tasks by adults. The Specifx cases Brown had in 
were the acquisition of grammatical morphemes (Brown, 1973) and the &- 
velopment of tag questions (Brown & W o n ,  1970). both of which Seem lo 
involve well-defined prerequisite knowledge. There are. unfortunately, n u m .  
ous other instances in which the predictions of the derivational theory of c o n  
plexity fail against data from child language (de Villiers & de Villiers, 1978. 
Maratsos , 1978). 

Subsequent investigations of grammatical development have generally p m  
ceded more independently, without particular linguistic theories guiding them. 
However, there are three general observations we have distilled from the current 
child-language literature, some paralleling changes in linguistic theory, which 
may once again lead to a closer relationship between the two disciplines (see 
Halle, Bresnan, & W e r ,  1978). 

1. Structures may not have rhe same source in child language rhar  rhey how 
in adulr language. Two examples from the current l i tcram illustrate this genenl 
point. Ingrim (1975) studied the relative clauses produced by children in telluy 
stories, and found that children younger than age 5 or so produce a very limitd 
variety of relative clauses that do not seem to require transformational rules. but 
instead could result from phrase-structure des. 

Horgan ( 1978) points to the large number of truncated passives in child speech 
and the paucity of full passives. She argues that the truncated forms arc nd 
plausibly derived from their corresponding full forms because they arc gram. 
matically distinct in many ways, and may instead be formed by analogy w l h  
predicate adjectives. 

2. Language is more closely tied to context for young children thon j@ 
adults. If an adult speaker were asked: Are the following two sentences idenad 
in meaning? 

The dog bites the child. 
The child is bitten by the dog. 

e 

sbe or he would most probably say "yes" witb a quahfkation that the sen- 
would be used in slightly different circumstaocts. In particular. choice of - e 
the other would depend on whetha the child or the dog was the focus of amtia 
in the discourse. Chldr tn  apparently learn constructions such as the Wy' 
much more readily when it is presented to thcm as a motivated construd~ '@ 
highhghting certain topics (e.&, I. Brown, 1976). A reasonable g e d @  
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may be that children learn a variety of constructions to serve a variety of purposes 
in communication-ht is, the fonnal diffmaces among Sentences are used to 
signal functional differences. or d i fkac t s  m tbt situation. The child at fmt 
may not be able to represent a sentence in isolation from tbe umtext in which 
it is used, and for t h i s  reason. may not be ammed to the p l y  m d  similar- 
ities and differences among sentences. As a rcsult, the abstract commonalities 
that linguists observe sa readily among diffatnt sentence types considered out 
of context may be much less evident to tbe language-learning child. Several 
different investigators have postulated a reorganization of linguistic knowledge 
bat might occur after the child's language is comparatively sophisticated (e.g., 
Bowerman. 1974; Inpun,  1975), and possibly even coincident with the emer- 
gence of metalinguistic awareness. Perhaps only at this point do the relations 
among sentence types become consolidated. 

3. There appear IO be surface strucncre constraints ir: child speech and 
comprehe&on. Children's comprehension of passive sentexes (Bever. 1970) 
and relative-clause sentences (de Villiers, Tager-Flusberg, Hakuta, & Cohen, 
1979) is characterized by a tendency to interpret noun-verb-noun sequences as 
agent-action-patient, and a difficulty with noncanonical sequences. 

Hakuta (1 979) presents evidence from Japanese children that sentence config- 
uration is a major variable influencing comprehension of rrlative4ause smc- 
tures, and that this is to a large extent independent of the dinction of embedding 
(Le., left branching versus center embedded). Children have difficulty com- 
prehending sentences in which noun phrases arc ''stacked" in a TOW and this is 
also reflected in their avoidance of such structures in production tasks.' 

The particular construction we have choscn to study, sentence coordmation, 
is one of the major hallmarks of syntactic development, marking the beginning 
of recursivity in the child's language. In t h i s  chapter, we discuss the develop 
men1 of the earliest and most frequent form of sentence conjunction-namely, 
the use of "and" in coordinated phrases and Sentences. 

LINGUISTIC TREATMENT OF COORDINATION 

There are two mjo r  forms of syntactic coordination with the conjunction and. In 
sentenrial coordination. both propositions appear in their entirety: 

urd may contain redundant elements: 
E l k  flew the coop and James had a fit. 

- 
'Thcrc i s  rrncwcd inkrcsi in more pmiv prknmana models fa child lwguge that wwld 

~ O I p o m t e  these constrain& and make c o n w  wth the modcls apovd for dull-langua.ge com- 
mhcnsion and pduction-for cimplc. Augmented Tnnrition NchroA models (uc Kaplan. 
1972) 
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Eliza washed the dishes and Riza flooded the Litcben. 
The other fonn of a coordinated sentence, called phrasal coordination. c o n e  
DO redundancy-for example: 

In phrasal coordination, many different conjuncts arc possible: subjects, as in the 
preceding example: predicates: 

objects: 

and so on. 

James and Philip grew orchids. 

Eliza washed the dishes and flooded the kitchen; 

James grows orchids and petunias, 

The two main questions within linguistics arc: 

1. What is the relationship between sententid and phrasal coordination? 
2. How many different rules are required to accuunt for the variety of con- 

joined structures? 

Stockwell, Schachter, and Partee (1973) describe thne alternative answers to 
question 1: 

1. Phrasal conjunctions are derived from sententid structures in the base by a 
process called conjuncfion reduction, in which redundant elements are 
eliminated. 

2. Phrasal conjunctions are generated directly in the base by phrase-sbucture 
rules. 

3. Some phrasal conjunctions are generated directly in the base and others are 
the result of conjunction reduction. 

Conjunction Reduction 

In Synfuctic Structures ( I  957), Chomsky defined conjunction in transformational 
terms: 

If SI and S, are grammatical sentences, and SI differs from S 2  only in that X a p  
pearsinS,whereYappcarsinS,.(i.e.S, = . . X . . a n d S , = . . Y . . ) , a n d X a n d  
Y are constituents of the same types in S and Si. rcspcctively, then S3 is the result 
of =placing X by X + and + Y in SI (i.e. S3 = . . X + .ad + Y.. ) [p. 361. 
Gleitman 0 % 5 )  pointed out certain cases in which X and Y are not con- 

stituents. e.g. 

I gave the girl a nickel and the boy a dime. 

He took lohn home and Mary to the station. 

Speakers appear to accept these Sentences as grammatical. but according to 
Gleitman, they frequently w a l l  them inexactly, often recalling a sentence that 
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obeys Chomsky's generalization in having conjoined amstituents. Certain other 
cases of nonconstituent conjunction am almost always rejected by native speak- 
tTs e.g. 

I want,& know why John and when Mary arc coming. 
An intermediate set arc marginally acceptable, including: 

The man saw and the woman heard the shot find. 
Koutsoudas (1971) reponed that French and Italian informants rejected sen- 
tences like this latter, except when the subjects WM identical; thus: 

*Jean a vu et Marie a fiappe le chien. 
(John saw and Mary hit the dog.) 

Marie a vu et Marie a frappe le chien. 
(Mary saw and Mary hit the dog.) 

It is not clear whether these marginal cases require Rsaictions on the general 
schema of conjunction, or result from semantic anomalies or pecularities. 
Stockwell et al. (1973) propose the laner and believe the advantages that result 
from a general schema in which all conjunction is daived from a general mle 
outweigh the dlffculties presented by the marginal cases. 

Ross (1 %7) specified a constraint on the conjunction-reduction schema that 
involves the direction of deletion. If the identical elements are on the left 
branches of a deep-structure configuration, deletion occurs in a forward 
direction-that is, the second Occurrence of the redundant element is deleted; so: 

The psychologist solved the problem and the psycbologist saved the day. 
becomes: 

The psychologist solved the problem and saved the day. 
not: 

*Solved the problem and the psychologist saved the day. 
If the elements are on right branches, then deletion is bockward-that is, the fvst 
Occurence of the redundant element is deleted: 

The psychologist solved the problem and the chimp solved the problem. 
becomes: 

The psychologist and the chimp solved the problem. 
not: 

+The psychologist solved the problem and the chimp. 
Harries (1973) has subsequently argued that forward reduction is the more 

basic process on two grounds: backward reduction can be reanalyzed as forward 
reduction plus regrouping of the constituents, and forward reduction is much 
more common in the world's languages than is backward reduction. 

Ross ( 1%7) argued for two types of rules to derive conjoined structures. The 
first rule, called gapping. reduces coordinated sentences by deleting a verb in the 
forward direction, e.g. 

The second rule is conjunction reduction. which accounts for all other kinds of 
mduced coordinations and consists of several steps: ( I )  raising an identical con- 

-. 
John hit Harr)., and Jim, Michael. 

. 
. 
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Bituent; ( 2 )  deleting all lower identid repetitions of the m e  mstituknt; 
(3) pruning non-branching nodes; and (4) relabeling constitucnls to yield an A. 
over-A structure. 

Even though conjunction reduction remains the most BEctpted way of dealing 
with coordinated sbuctuns in the standard bansformational grammar, then is 
still debate about the number of separate rules that M nadcd Within that 
schema. For example, Kwlsoudas (1971) rvgues that gapping and conjunctitm 
reduction should be collapsed into a single d e .  and the status of gapping R- 
mains controversial. 

Phrasal Conjunction Basic 
Wierzbicka (1967) argued on logico-semantic grounds that conjoined NP 'o in 
subject position constitute a single semantic unit, the argument on which a 
predication is made. So 

does not contain two separate predicates. one about John and the other about 
Mary, but a single predication on the conjunct John and Ma?. Wienbicka 
suggests further that conjuncts of this son must have some semantic denomina- 
tor, because sentences such as: 

sound peculiar. This common denominator is the subject or argument. 

require a common denominator if they are conjoined-for example. 

John and Mary left. 

The people and tables are all here. 

Stockwell et al. (1973) extend this observation to VP's,  which also Seem to 

1 sing and dance. 
?I sing and analyze conjunction. 

However, Stockwell et al. do not accept this as an argument that phrasal conjunc- 
tion is generated in the base. 

Dougheny (1967) points out the close behavioral similarity of plurals and 
conjoined N P ' s ,  and argues that because plural NP's are not derived from 
conjoined sentences. then neither are conjoined NP's derived. Dougherty pro- 
poses that all conjunctions of full, single constituents are generated in the base. 
However. he does admit the need for derived conjunction in cases in which the 
surface conjuncts are not full, single constituents. 

Stockwell et al. (1973) argue against Dougheq's proposal primarily on the 
grounds that constituents can be conjoined even though they appear at dlfferrnt 
points in the deep structure. For example, given a transformational account of 
passivization. the following sentence could not arise from phrasal conjunction in 
the base because the underlined VP would not exist in that fom prior 10 
passivization: 

In the surface structure the VP's are conjoined, but they could not be conjoined in 
the deep smcture if the second VP is the result of applying a passive transfOnnah~. 

The boy was unhappy and was ignored b! evevone. 
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'Iben are a number of similar instances that Uuswte tbt ramifkatiolls ofpropming 
that phrasal conjunction is generated directly in tbc k, ifom accepntk standard 
transformational account of other phenomena such as psivization, adjectival 
phrases, and so on. The implications for conjunction of adopting I diffacnt 
rpproach to passivization (e+. Bmnan, 1978) have not yet been wvorked out. 
Furthermore, w e n t  changes in tbe standard t h q  (e+, Cbomsky. 1977; 
Fiengo, 1977) have led to a drastic reduction in the number of transformational 
rules, and an increased reliance on base d e s .  The status of conjunction reduc- 
tion remains unclear with these refinements, although =me have argued for the 
complete elimination of conjunction reduction as well as all other uansforma- 
tions (e.g.. Grosu. 1979; but cf. Chomsky & Lasnik, 1977; Williams, 1978). 

Stockwell et al. see no conflict in Dougherty's second claim about the close 
similarity of plural NP's and conjoined NP's.  because although they do not work 
it out in detail, they propose that plural NP's ais0 derive from conjoined sen- 
tences. 

Gleitman (1965) suggested that sentential forms in which a noun phrase is 
repeated often lead informants to guess that two different referents were intended 
e.g. 

A tall man observed the criminal and a tall man called the police. 
When there is no repetition of NP 's, informants guess that a repetition of rcfennt 
occurred: 

With a pronoun replacing the second NP, judgments about the identity of the 
referent are mixed: 

Presumably. the effect can be manipulated funher by changing the second article 
to a definite one e.g. 

A tall man observed the criminal and the tall man called the police. 

Nonetheless, the effect seems to be a general one that repetition in a sentential 
form leads informants to guess nonequivalence, not just for identity of NP 
referents but also for actions, e.g. for: 

John jumped and Mary jumped. 

John and Mary jumped. 

A tall man observed the criminal and called the police. 

A tall man observed the criminal and he called the police. 

versus: I 

informants believe the action was simultaneous in the latter case but not necessar- 
ily in the former. Jeremy (1978) confmed this for adults and children as young 
as 4 years of age. 

It is a question of debate whether these differences of intended meaning 
should be handled by allowing phrasal conjunction to derive from a separate 
source, or by calling it a question of surface-structure interpretation (Stockwell et 
d., 1973). 
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Some Phrasal Conjunction Necessary 

The discrepancy in meaning between phrasal and scntential forms reaches its 
extreme for certain predicates discussed by Lakoff and Peters (1%9)-for exam- 
ple, the lack of paraphrase between: 

Mary and John are a happy couple. 
+Mary is a happy couple and John is a happy couple. 

Mary and John are similar. 
+Mary is similar and John is similar. 

or: 

Lakoff and Peters proposed that phrasal conjunctions like these be generated 
directly in the base because they could not be derived from sententid equiva- 
lents. but this is by no means undisputed (Stockwell et al., 1973). 

The main purpose of our studies is to investigate how young children produce 
conjoined structures in speaking. We were interested in the claim that children 
must have mastered a rule such as conjunction reduction before they produce 
phrasal conjunctions, and searched for evidence that this was the case. We have 
also investigated whether children's conjunctions involve conjoining non- 
constituents, and whether gapped sentences occur or give children trouble-this 
is to see if children's schema for conjunction reduction might be restricted in 
ways that it  is not for adults. We have looked for evidence that structures 
hypothesized to involve backward deletion might be more diffkult or later to 
appear than structures involving forward deletion. Finally, we have searched for 
clues about how children interpret sententid and phrasal forms, to see if they 
regard them as synonymous or distinct in meaning. 

We repon data on coordinating conjunction in young children that reveal the 
following: 

1. Children's earliest phrasal conjunctions are not plausibly derived by con- 
junction reduction, but are most likely generated by directly combining like 
constituents by phrase-structure rules. 

2. There are subtle differences in meaning and use between phrasal and 
scntential forms that chddren recognize very early and conform to in speaktng 
and possibly in understanding. 

3. Certain configurations of elements in conjoined structures present more 
problems than others for children to produce and understand. The direction of 
deletion (forward or backward) is not perfectly comlated with this diffiiulty. 

The criticism can always be raised that a failure to fmd evidence for the 
psychological reality of hguistic structures is due to the limitations of studying 
performance rather than competence. In recognition of the pitfalls of drawing 
conclusions from a single performance, we have explored four different methods 
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of investigating the child’s knowledge of the syntax of conjunction: longitudinal 
records of spontaneous speech. elicited production, elicited imitation, and act- 
out comprehension. The results of our studies complement one in all 
important respects. but Without the interlocking nature of the data. we could aot 
ogue our case. lo a later section of the chapter, we return to the methodological 
&ues bat must k resolved in studying children’s syntax. 

SPONTANEOUS-SPEECH ANALYSIS 

One of the richest sources of acquisition data comes from longitudinal studies of 
natural speech. Let us begin by describing coordination data from the 
spontaneous-speech protocols of Adam, Eve, and Sarah, collected by Roger 
Brown and his  colleagues. The main focus of this study was to find out which 
forms of coordination were the earliest to develop, and bow tbe different fonns 
enter the child’s speech over time. 

First, we combed through all the transcripts for each child separately and 
noted down every utterance that contained an “and.” Because of the large 
number of such utterances, we stopped at the point a~ which the mean length of 
unerance (MLU) was 4.25, the beginning of Stage V. We noticed that many of 
the earliest coordinations were simple noun + noun phrases, such as: 

milkshake and p o o p  (from Sarah: 28 months). 
Fraser and Cromer (from Eve; 23 months). 

We were, however, more interested in the well-formed coordinations that 
could be classified into the different syntactic types. Sentences containing and 
then of which there were very few, were excluded, and the remaining well- 
formed coordinations were divided into the following five categories: forward 
phrasals (IT). forward sententids (FS), backward phrasals (BP) .  backward 
sententids (BS), and sentential coordinations with no potential for deletion ( S )  
e.g. 

Why I going in front of it and de man’s not home yet? (from Adam; 41 months) 

A total of 360 sentences were categorized and the number and percentage of 
each of the five types from each child are shown in Table 6.1. For all 
subjects, over half the coordinations were Ff, most of these involving conjoined 
objects. For example: 

He having carrots and peas (from Eve, 26 months). 

The most interesting aspect of this longitudinal data is the developmental .. 
Progression of the different types of coordination. For each monthly time period. 
we plotted the p r o p i o n  of each of the four main types of coordination (FP, FS. 

. 
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TABLE 6.1 
Number and Percenrage of Different Coordination Types in the 

Spontaneous Speech of Adam, Eve, and Sarah 

Adam 

'k 60 4 14 8 14 
SMh 

8 63 9 20 2 6 
Eve 

'k 52 28 7 8 5 

(20 months) I I3 7 27 14 26 I87 

(17 months) 52 7 16 2 5 62 . 

(7 months) 47 26 6 7 5 91 

I 

I -  

* 
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Bf, E S )  classified earlier, ~tlative to the total number of such coordinations 
prcduced during that month. Thus. for each child. there is a graph depicting the 
development of the syntactic forms, and tbe degree to which each category domi- 
nates at different pints b i n g  the equisition of coordination. Figs. 6.1,6.2, a d  
6.3 show the graphs from Eve, Sarah, and Adam, respectively. 

me striking feature of the graphs from all the chiidrto is the almost exclusive 
use of FP forms in the early months. Scotential coordinations with or without 
potential deletion do not appear until midway through Stage IV, in which the 
MLU is around 3.80. Across the thne subjects, then are 92 phrasal coordina- 
tions before the p i n t  wbere sententids begin to be produced. Even when the 
sententids do begin, there is still a preponderance of phrasal coordinatious in the 
children's speech. 

Another interesting finding from his spontaneous-specch data is that clearly 
the majority of coordinations produced are forward phrasals and sententials. 
There are, however. some differences among the three children. For Adam and 
Sarah, only 12% and 11% of their coordinations are backward forms, yet for 
Eve, the percentage is thrw times higher, 36%. Almost all the backward phrasals 

ruin 

FIG. 6.2. 
nation in s v r h ' s  spccch. 

Graph shou-ing the developmend course of thc main forms of coordi- 

. 
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u. ' 

I 

FIG. 6.3. 
MIC~ in Adam's speech. 

Graph showing the developmental course of the main forms of coordi- 

involved conjoined subjects, and subjects are known to be either absent or very 
simple in child speech, which might account for why there are so few examples 
of backward phrasals in Adam's and Sarah's transcripts. Looking closely at 
Eve's conversations. one notices that she constantly speaks of "Fraser and 
C r o m e r " 4 e  two experimenters who taped her spontaneous speech. Coordina- 
tions with "Fmer and Cromer" as the conjoined subject make up the majority of 
Eve's backward forms, and this particular coordination may well lx a routine. 

The main findings, then, from the longitudinal speech data are that phrasal 
coordinations appear d i e r  than sentcntial coordinations, and forward forms 
arc much more frequent than backward forms. The conjunction-reduction 
hypothesis described previously. interpreted by the derivational theory of com- 
plexity. actually predicts the opposite: that sententid forms should develop ear- 
lier than phrasals because they ~ l t  derivationally less complex. 

Lust and Mervis (1980) rcport a cross-sectional study of spontaneous produc- 
tion of coordination in which they argue that their data support the standard 
theory. because sentcntials have primacy over phrasals. Their data are somewhat 

? 
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limited in that from 32 children ranging in age from 24 to 37 months, they 
collected only 68 examples of w e l l - f m d  coordinations. Of these, the majority 
(40) they consider sentential, whereas they count only 28 phrasals. Tbe main 
problem we have with Lust and Mervis' data is in the nature of the sententid 
coordinations they report. They include anaphoric reference, as in: 

Lust and Mervis also include various meaningless sentences that look like the 
child is just repeating himself or herself: 

Perhaps most problematic of all is the inclusion of sentences in which the child 
uses the same term bur for two different referents, e.g. 

Some brown on my shin and it was an accident. 

He sitting up and he sitting up. 

That's a mama and that's a daddy. 
There is a bigger boat and there's a truck. 

(The preceding are all examples from Table 5 . )  Lust and Mervis argue that they 
&d not have enough contextual information to decide on the issue of coreference 
in the sentential examples, bur it seems highly likely that the child in such cases 
was pointing to two different things. A phrasal conjunction would be inappro- 
priate in such circumstances, so it is misleading to present these sententials as an 
argument for the primacy of sententids over phrasals. In our study, these sen- 
tences were in the minority. In contrast, approximately one half of the senten- 
tids reponed by Lust and Mervis appear to fall into this latter category. There 
remain too few cases to argue that children fmd it easier to produce sententids 
rather than phrasals. 

Bloom, Lahey, Hood, Lifter, and Fiess (1980) reported the development of 
syntactic connectives in four children studied longitudinally, and found that 
phrasal conjunction emerged at the same time as sententid conjunction for three 
of the children, and earlier for the fourth subject. At t h i s  point, then, evidence in 
favor of the primacy of sententials over phrasals in development is equivocal. 

Could this failure to support the conjunction-reduction hypothesis result 
from performance variables such as MLU limitations? For example, it has been 
argued that a length constraint is operating at the earliest stages of coordination 
production (cf. Lust & Mervis, 1980). Because the minimum length of well- 
formed sentential coordination is five words, compared to four in a phrasal 
coordination. this might explain why sentential forms do not appear until later 
stages. To check this possibility, we calculated the average length of Eve's 
Phrasal coordinations. which were produced in the period before any sentential 

five necessary for sentential coordination. Only 25% of these phrasals were four 
words or less in length. Thus. it does not appear that length alone is consaaining 
h e  form of coordination at the earliest slages. This view is consistent with other 
findings in language acquisition (cf. Bloom, Miller. & Hood. 1975). 

, 

Coordinations appeared. T h e  MLU of these sentences was 6.40. higher than the -. 
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No linguistic theory offers an explanation for the earlier emergence of 
phrasal conjunctions and so we have explored ttuu alternative interpretations 
for our longitudinal data. 

A Syntactic Account 

In previous papers (de Villiers, Tager-Flusberg, & Hakuta, 1976, 1977) we 
proposed that Coordination develops in the following way: The earliest fonns of 
conjunction in the child's speech are groupings of parts of speech. such as noun 
+ noun phrases. Tbese are then sloaed into a Sentence frame to produce a 
well-formed phrasal coordination. Over time, the conjoined parts of speech 
become more and more complex until ultimately, complete propositions are 
coordinated. yielding sentential coordinations. We argued that at this point the 
child has the option to conjoin phrases in phrasal coordination, or complete 
propositions in sentential coordination, and that perhaps the child then might 
indeed use deletion rules to derive phrasal coordinations from corresponding 
sentential forms. 

In suppon of this argument, we find that all the early well-formed phrasal 
conjunctions involve the conjunction of simple constituents, such as subjects. 
objects, and predicates, but never nonconstituents. Furthermore, the variety of 
elements that are conjoined is much less than the variety of elements that would 
require reduction in the conjunction-reduction schema. 

b -  

The Input to the Children 

We explored the input provided by the children's mothen for clues about the 
process of coordination development (cf. de Villiers et al., 1977). We followed 
the same procedure described earlier. All the well-formed coordinations were 
categorized as Ff, BP,  FS, BS, or S (with no potential deletion). For all thne 
mothers, the proportions of the different coordination types were very similar to 
those of their children. FP's were the most frequent forms used aud backward 
coordinations made up only a small proprtion of the total sample. None of the 
children were imitating their mother's coordinations, nor was the specific content 
of the mother's and child's coordinations the same. 

There exist a number of alternative explanations for this close matching of 
syntactic form in the input and child's speech. One possibility is that the parents 
and children are highly sensitive to the syntactic form of the coordinations in 
their conversations and either mother or child is respondmg to the forms each 
hears in the other's speech. Alternatively, the same contextual constraints oper- 
ate on both mothers and children. For example, Jeremy (1978) f d  that events 
separated in time favor sententid forms, which arc rare in the spontaneous- 
speech data. We know from other input studies that mothers tend to speak about 
events taking place in the "here and now" (Cross, 1977; Snow, 1971). which 
would perhaps favor phrasal coordination. 
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antextual Constraints 

me third possibility, then, is that tbe fams have different frequencies in child 
F h  bccaw the eliciting contexts have different frequencies. I s t  us consider 
m t e l y  the difference between forward vmus backward farms, rad phrasal 
ycrsus sentential. 

Forward Versus Backward. Forward phrasals were many times more fie- 
quent in the children's speefh than backward phrasals. Consider what is con- 
pined in these sentences: Forward phrasals are predominantly object or predi- 
cate conjunctions, in which the children made rcfmnce to multiple toys or 
foodstuffs that they were acting upon. Backward phrasals arc predominantly 
subject conjunctions, but the children's subjects were mostly self-refsent and 
frequently pronominal (see also Limber, 1973). ?be children seemed to have 
tiale need to refer to multiple subjects, and only Eve used subject conjunction 
with any frequency. As we remarked earlier. she made frequent reference to 
" h e r  and Cromer", who, from Eve's perspective at least, always appeared 
together and engaged in the same activities. 

Forward reduction has been argued to be more basic than backward reduction 
(Hames, 1973), and Lust (1977) used this to account for her subjects' superior 
imitation of forward phrasals than backward phrasals. If children had trouble 
with backward reduction, one would expect a high frequency of backward 
senlentials-that is, forms that they failed to duce-in thcir s-h. As can be 
seen from our data, backward sententids were also quite rare, adding force to our 
contextual-frequency explanation of these dara. 

Sentenrial Versus Phrasal. As mentioned earlier, phracal conjunction may 
be more frrquent than sententid conjunction because the latter is used. for 
example, when events are separated in time and space (Jeremy, 1978), and those 
contexts are quite rare as topics for children's discourse. In discussing Lust and 
Mervis' data, we pointed out a second constraint on the production of phrasal 
conjunction versus sentential conjunction. Scntential conjunction is used when 
two identical NP's are not identical III refmnce, e.g. 

John went home and John, took a photograph. 
could not be expressed as 

John went home and took a photograph. 

Jane went to school, and Sue went to school2. 

Jane and Sue went to school. 

Similarly, 
.. 

could not be expressed as: 

without implying something different. 

krhaps children reserve sententid conjunction for just such c 8 ~ s  of non- 
Identical referents. and use phrasal conjunction for cases in which the NP ref- 

. 
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erents are identical. It would be our guess that opportunities for sententid 
conjunction of this type would be quite rare except when the child is pointing and 
labeling different objects, as in: 

.. There's one and there's another one. 

That's mine and that's yours. 
or 

We are suggesting that phrasal and sentential conjunctions are not functionally 
equivalent but are used in different kinds of contexts. Jeremy (1978) demon- 
strated that 4 year olds. as well as adults, respect the contextual constraints she 
identified (see also Greenfield & Dent. 1979). This opens up the possibility that 
children as young as Adam, Eve, and Sarah were sensitive to the different 
conditions of use of sententials and phrasals, and to the extent that these condi- 
tions varied in frequency, so also did their use of the forms. 

These interpretations remain speculations. however, because we do not know 
the context for every utterance, nor do we have control over the opportunities for 
producing the ddTerent forms in spontaneous-speech data. Without such data, we 
do not know whether young children could identify and respect the pragmatic 
consuaints such as referential identitylnonidentity that might operate on coordi- 
nation. 

ELICITED PRODUCTION OF ENGLISH AND JAPANESE 
COORDINATIONS 

There were two primary motives for conducting this study. First. we wanted to 
test OUT hypothesis that there were various contextual reasons why children 
produced few sentential coordinations. The specific constraint we had in mind in 
this study was the case in which there were two examples from the same class of 
referents. For example. a picture of a frog and a W e  watching a single televi- 
sion might tend to be described by a phrasal sentence; the same picture with the 
frog and the turtle watching their own respective television sets would set the 
stage for a sentential coordination. We refer to this variable of whether a single OT 

double referent is pictured as the referential context. Our second reason for this 
production study was to control and equalize opportunities for producing back- 
ward forms of coordination, which rarely appeared in the spontaneous-speech 
samples. 

The task involved asking children to describe a series of pictures presented to 
them in a portable slide viewer. In an earlier pilot study (de Villiers et al., 1977). 
we found this an extremely wccessful task in eliciting coordinations in young 
children when tbe slides depict compound events such as two animals doing 
something together, or one animal doing a number of things. 

Thineen different types of picnrres were created for this experiment. One 
example of each is described in Table 6.2. Four examples of each typc were 
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TABLE 6.2 
List of Pictures Used in Elicited Production Study 

- 
1 

2. 

3. 

4.  

5 .  

6.  

7. 

8 .  

9 .  

10. 

1 1 .  

I ? .  

13. 

FP (SVO + 0) objeci omjoincdkubjcct-vab dud; single referent 
A rabbir holdin8 an umbrella and a balloon. 
F5 (SVO + SVO); double referent 
A rabbir holding an umbrella and Marhrr rabbir b ld ing a ballaon. 
B P  (S + SVO) subject conjoined/veMjecl reduced; single referent 
A frog ond a runk walching rehision. 
BS (SVO + SVO); double referent 
A frog worrhing rrlrvision ond a Nnk uolching anorher lrlnision. 
FP (SVO + VO) verh-object ConjoimdlsubJal rtduced; single refmnt 
A rahbir riding a bike andjying a &ire. 
FS (SVO + SVO): double rcfmnt 
A rabhir riding a bihe and annrher rabbiiflying a kite. 
BP (SV + SVO) subject-verb conjoindobjst reduced; single referent 
A /o1 pulling and a cai pushing a wogon. 
BS (SVO + SVO): double referent 
A jox pulling a wagon and a rar pushing anorher w g o n .  
FBP (SV + VO) verb conjoindsubject-objal reduced; single rcfmnts 
A car painring ond driving a car. 
FP(BS) (SVO + VO) verb-object conjoindsubjm r e d u d :  single agent 
A car painring a car ond driving anorhrr car. 
B P t F S )  (SV + SVOj subject-verb conjoimdlobject reduced: single object 
A cai pinring and anorhrr cat driving a car. 
FBS (SVO + SVO); double referents 
A car driving a car and anorher rat pinring onorhrr car. 
FP (SVO + SO) gapping-verb reduced 
A horse raring a ~ M M  and a row an applr. 

drawn, giving a total of 52 pictures from which slides were made. 'These slides 
were divided into two sets of 26, with two examples of each type in each set. The 
sets were crossed with each other such that a picture used for a phrasal form in 
one set (single referent) had its corresponding sententid form. with the same 
lexical items, in the other set (two referents). Thus, Set A contained the picture 
described in example 1 in Table 6.2, wbereas example 2 was in Set E .  

Our sample for this study included a p u p  of Japanese children BS well BS 

American children. because Japanese provided some interesting contrasts to 
English. Briefly, Japanese is a case-inflected language with a predominant 
subject-objcct-verb order. As in English. tbe subjtct-conjoined coordination 
could be described as a backward reduction (SOY' + SOV). but the object- 
conjoined coordination is both backward and forward (SOY + SOV).' Unlike 
English, in which the morpheme "and" is used in both phrasal and sententid 
coordinations, in Japanese. different morphemes are used. Because Japanese is 

the primary focus of this chapter. however, we omit details of &rammar 

' '. 

lhcrcfore. I O  nuke the terminnlop) rompamble across both Imgugcs. when necessary. we dso 
refer to the scnlcnrcs in ierm5 of which elemcnh uc conjoined . 
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TABLE 6.3 
Number and Percentsge of Coordinated Sentences Produced by 

American Children in the Elicited-Production Study 

3 4 5 

Number of children in p u p  18 14 17 
Numkr of sentences containing “ad” 24 1 276 358 
46 of total numkr of sentences produced 53% 765 8 1 8  

except when relevant for our discussion. The interested reader is referred to other 
sources on Japanese grammar (cf. Kuno. 1973). 

Forty-nine American children participated in this study. There were 18 3 year 
olds. 14 4 year olds. and 17 5 year olds, balanced with respect to the between- 
subjects variables of sex and set of pictures they were shown. The Japanese 
sample consisted of 36 children from a day-care center in Tokyo. These subjects 
were distributed into three age groups: 3;64;5. 4;6-5;5, and 5;6-65. also bal- 
anced with respect to the between-subjects variables. 

Children were shown the portable slide viewer and were told they would see 
some pictures in it. They were asked to describe to the experimenter, who could 
not see into the viewer, everything they saw happening in the slide. Ifa child was 
unwilling to offer a response, he or she was gently prompted. The slides were 
shown in random order, and the whole session, which lasted about I5 minutes. 
was taped. At no time was the child asked to use the word “and.” The tapes 
were later transnibed onto individual coding forms. 

The Scoring scheme used to code the sentences was quite elaborate, involving 
numerous categories. First, all sentences were excluded from further analysis if 
they did not contain the morpheme “and.” Table 6.3 shows the number of 
sentences that did contain “and” obtained from American childm in each 
age group. Across all these subjects, about 70% of the responses contained 
“and,” showing the success of this task in yielding coordinated sentences. 

We wen most interested in the type of well-formed coordinations subjects 
produced for the different pictures. Well-formed was defined as the prrsence of 
at least one subpt-noun phrase. verb, and object-noun phrase in each coordina- 
tion, thus excluding sentences in which transitive verbs were expressed as in- 
mmitives; for example: 

The owl and the bear are hammering.’ 

. 
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NSO,  only sentences that conformed closely to a description of the mlevant 
picture were considered. 

The main categories used for classifying tbc sentences included: 

1. FP forward phrasal 

2. FS forward sentential 

3. BP backward phrasal 

4. BS backward sentential 

5 .  FBP forward backward phrasal 

6. FBS forward backward 
sentential 

7. G Gapping 

8. PRO anaphonc reference 

Euunple from English 
A rabbit is holding a balloon and 

(object conjoined) 
A rabbit is holding a balloon and a 

tabbit is holding an umbrella. 
A raccoon and a pig is hitting 

a drum. 

umbrella. 

(subject conjoined) 
A pig is playing a drum and a 

raccoon is playing a drum. 
A cat is painting and driving a car. 

(verb conjoined) 
One cat is painting a car and one 

A cow is eating a banana and a 

A fox is pulling a wagon and a kitty 

cat is driving a car. 

horse an apple. 

is pushing it. 

First consider the English data from pictures 1 to 4 (see Table 6.2). These 
pictures were designed to elicit, ideally. FP. FS, BP, and BS coordination 
Espectively, when the action is the Same in both propositions. 

The overall number of coordinations prduced was lower for the backward 
coordinations (pictures 3 and 4) than for the forward ones: 72% compared to 
8 3 4 .  Loolung closely, in fact, this was true for the 3's and 4's, but not for the 5 
year olds. The younger children either ignored the second subject in the back- 
ward pictures or referred to two subjects collectively; for example; 

They are watching TV (picture 3). 
They are hammering nails (picture 4). 

h e  cannot easily avoid using "and" in this way for the first two pictures. 
The first concern with the data is whether children tend to use phrasal and 

xnkntial forms of coordination differentially with respect to the referential 

E m l e d  as the percentage of phrasal forms used over the sum of phrasal and 
entential forms. Thus. a low percentage indicates predominant usage of senten- 
t ia ls .  As can be readily Sten, for the object-conjoined (forward) and the subject- 
conjoined (backward) pictures with single referential contexu. the descriptions 

context. The summary data for the American sample appear in Table 6.4. r e p  . -. 

. 
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TABLE 6.4 
Percentage Phrasels (over Phresals Plus 
Sententials) for American Children for 

Pictures 1 to 8 in Elicited-Produaion Study 

Plcrures I und 2 Pictures 3 u d  4 
Object Conjoinrd Subject conjoined 
Subj-Vh Reduced V h 4 h l  Rednk.ed 

Rejr~mrial Context 

Single 
Double 

959 ( 5 3 8 )  7 5 9  (30140) 
11% (6i57) 2 7 9  (13148) 

Pictures 5 and 6 Pictures 7 and 8 
V b 4 b j  Conjoined Ebj-Vb Conjoined 
Subjrcr Reduced Object Reduced 

Single 
Double 

861: (2929) 7 8  (327) 
5 9  ('139) 3 9  (1131) 

were predominantly phrasal (95% and 759 respectively). But when there wem 
two referents, the descriptions were primarily sentential in form. This effect was 
robust across the three age levels, with a slight tendency for tbe younger children 
to use more phrasal forms in describing the double referential pictures. Thus, the 
data so far support the notion that children ddferentially use the two forms of 
coordination depending on referential context. 

The hypothesized effect of referential context was less striking for subject- 
conjoined (backward) sentences than for objectconjoined (forward) sentences. 
However, because the childten produced approximately equal numbers of 
phrasal and sententid coordinations. it was not the case that sententid forms 
predominated. There was also an age effect: The younger children (3 year olds) 
showed slightly less sensitivity to referential context than the older subjects (4 
and 5 year olds). 67% to 76%. 

A similar analysis was carried out on the next four pictures. 5 to 8, which 
were also designed to elicit FP (verb-object conjoined), FS, BP (subject-verb 
conjoined), and E S  coordination, respectively. These pictures illustrated the 
agent!s) doing two different actions to the ObjecNs). The summary data are in the 
bottom half of Table 6.4. 

For pictures 5 and 6. the data look much like the data presented earlier for 
pictures 1 and 2, with 86% phrasal5 on the single, and only 5% phrasals on the 
double referential contexts. But for pictures 7 and 8. very few phrasals wcrt 
produced for either referential contexts (7% of single and 3% of double r t fem- 
tial contexts). plcture 7, depicting two animals doing two different things to 0nc 
object, thus did not elicit phrasals of the form SV + SVO. From the perspec& 
of the conjunction hypothesis. this phrasal involvcs the conjunction of subject- 

* .  t 
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vnb,~drisnotapueoonstitucot,.nd~detaind~thatthtrhildnnmt 
sensitive to this suuuural constramt. 

A gtneral differrncx k-n thc Qta from this group ofpicnnrs and tbt 
antencesproductd m asponsemthefirstfourpkturcsis&at thar was a h igh  

The corresponding data for the mtences amsidaed thus far for the lapamsc 
childrm appcarinTable6.5. Thechildrenproducedahgepmponiondphrasal 
forms for the subjea-@icturr 3) and aBjcct-coajbined (picture 1) piaraes with 
single rrferrnts (%st d 44% q x a i v e l y ) .  As m the English data, rhc scntm- 
tials tend to cluster on the piarrrrs with two rcfamts, altfiough less strongly so 
for the Japancse childrm. Across age, for subjtct-c4njOd dtscriptiws. 75% 
were pBrasal, and for the objtct-umjointd descriptibns, 24%. It &odd be an- 
phasiztdrhatfasJapanese,~formsm~dotlbknfaanialcomcxt~w 
incamrt, but rather in thee contexts scntential forms hecome more likely. There 
was a strong age effect fur the Japanese children, with the younger children 
heavily favoring phrasal farms. The p x k n c e  for sententid forms on the double 
referential pictures is comparable to that of be  sample by the time the 
children are mrhe oldest age p u p .  It is likely that the preference ofhe younger 
Japanese c t u i  to urc the pinasal farms resll lnhm the f k t  rhat SCZI~IA 
coordination in Japanese qu ires  a morphological change on the verb of the fmt 
sentence. which can be quite complex. Phrasal coordination does not require 
such a change, and youngr children may in fact find this fm easier to produe 
than sententials. One can conclude fmm this part of the Japanese data that the 
children almost rategoaically prefm ~ I C  phrasal foam m &scribing single ref- 

pmponion ofpnnpboric aferrnccf: 28 & rrspanscs C O m p a R d  to only 1. 

-_ 
TABLE 6.3 

PeroentegePhraurls (Ovei9hresak plus 
Sententiels) for Japanese Children for 

Pictures 1 to B in Elicited-Production Study 

Pirrures I and 2 Pirrures 3 and 4 
0bjcr.r Conjoined Svbjcrr Conjoined 
Suhj-Yh Rrducrd V M h j  Rrdurcd 

Single 
.- D o h l c  

Single 
Double 
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erential pictures. and that sentential forms arr produced with increasing fre- 
quency on the double referential pictures as the children grow older. 

The data for the subject-verb (pictures 7 and 8) and the object-veh conjoined 
(pictures 5 and 6 )  pictures closely resemble the English data. For object-verb 
conjunctions, the data look similar to those just described, with a high preference 
for phrasals on the single referential pictures ( 100%) and a low preference on the 
double referential pictures ( 2 5 4 ) .  Subject-verb is not a constituent in Japanese 
either, and this is respected by the Japanese children in that all sentences p r ~  
duced for pictures 7 and 8 were sentential, imspective of the referential context. 
Thus, the Japanese data strongly corroborate the English result that referential 
context is an important factor in determining whether coordinations are phrasal or 
sentential, but that structural factors must be considered as well. Nonconstituents 
cannot be conjoined. 

It is of some interest to note that there was a consistent difference within the 
double referential pictures across languages. A higher proportion of phrasals 
were produced on the subject-conjoined than on the object-conjoined items for 
both English and Japanese. The reason, we suspect, is psychological rather than 
linguistic. Our pictures by necessity had animate subjects, and mostly inanimate 
objects. A subject-conjoined, double referential picture might be that of an owl 
hammering a nail and a bear hammering another nail. An object-conjoined, 
double referential picture might be of a gorilla eating an apple and another gonlla 
eating a banana. Assuming that children see the distinction between animates as 
more psychologically significant than the distinction between inanimate objects. 
they would be more likely to collapse inanimates into a single term of reference, 
resulting in a phrasal form. This suggests yet another nonlinguistic constraint on 
the form of coordination that future investigation might elucidate by separating 
animacy and grammatical role. 

Further analysis of the smctural constraints on coordination can be performed 
by looking at differences between the various forms of single referential con- 
texts. In the English data, a comparison of the subjectconjoined and the object- 
conjoined sentences shows that children produced a higher proportion of phrasals 
on the object-conjoined (955) than on the subject-conjoined (75%) sentences. 
Notice that this mend is in the opposite direction from what was found for the 
double referential contexts, where there was a higher proportion of phrasals on 
the subject-conjoined pictures. Thus, we infer a structural constraint favoring the 
conjoining of objects over the conjoining of subjects. This result is to be expected 
given the combination of the surface configurational properties of the sentence 
and a left-to-right processing model. Because the constituent subject + subject 
by necessity appears at the beginning of the sentence, it must k planned in 
advance, whereas object + object can be f o d  by a process of concatenation at 
the end of the simple sentence witbout advance planning. Tbe way to prduCe 
subpctconjoined sentences given failure to plan in advance is to use the senten- 
tial form, which accounts for why more sententiah in fact eippcad in the data. 

b .  

. 
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We suggest that subject-conjoined sentences arc mom diffiiult to produce than 
dJect-conjoincd sentences in the phrasal form becaw the former q u i r e  con- 
pining of constinrents in advance, wbaeas the latter, by nature of the left-rn 
right properties of the language, can be formed through concatenation. 

The Japanese data, coded into the categories phrasal and sententid, show no 
difference between the subjectconjoined and object-conjoincd descriptions. 
Ninety& percent of the subject-conjoined Sentences were phrasal, whereas 94% 
of the objectconjoined were phrasal. However, in this particular case, d i n g  the 
data with respect to percent phrasal obscures an interesting fact: Of the 51 
instances of phrasal coordination in the object-conjoined descriptions, 13, or 
258, of them took the form SOV + OV, when the same verb was repeated. 
Thus, in actuality, of the total number of relevant utterances for the object- 
conjoined pictures, only 70% (38/54) were of the form SO + OV. In the English 
data, a comparable analysis revealed that there were only three instances when 
the verb was repeated. resulting in SVO + VO. Thus, unlike American children 
who find the subject-conjoined form relatively more difficult than the object- 
conjoined form, Japanese children find the reverse. 

The English and Japanese data are summarized graphically in Fig. 6.4. The 
American children, as mentioned earlier. use the senttntial form in describing the 
subject-conjoined pictures more frequently than in the object-conjoined pictures. 
This was ataibuted to the S + SVO form’s requiring advanced planning whereas 
SVO + 0 could be formed through concatenation. The SVO + VO option is 
rarely taken, because it is not a smcturally motivated redundancy of the verb. 
The Japanese children, on the other hand, do not produce sententials for either 

FIG. 6.4. 
conjoined dcscrip~~ons. for English ud Jrpancrc m p l c s .  

Percentage l h a ~  vvious farms welt used for subjecb and objecr- 
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subject-conjoined or for objectconjoined descriptions. For subject<onjunctionsu 
even if they presumably require advanced planning. they almost categorically op 
for the phrasal form. This may reflect the overall finding that Japanese chi]&,, 
tend to use more phrasals. But for the object conjunctions. thr SOV + ov 
option, whose analogous SVO + VO is not produced by American children. is 
quite frequently employed. The Japanese children seem to avoid constructions 
which the conjoined constituent is placed in sentence-medial position, and to 
produce sentences by concatenation of OV + OV at the expense of repeating 
verb. It is a structurally motivated redundancy. 

But how can we be sure that the difference between the Japanese and Amen. 
can children reported here is the result of structural differences between 
languages. and not simply the result of the Japanese children's more frequendv 
repeating items in general? There are other sentences that can be compared In 
which the reverse prediction is made. When verbs are conjoined, as in the cax of 
a cat driving and painting a car. the following forms are possible: 

.r 

ENGLISH sv + vo sentence-internal conjunction 
svo + vo concatenation 

JAPANESE sov + v concatenation 
sov + ov concatenation 

In this sentence, one would predict that the American children would choose the 
form involving concatenation, in which the object is repeated, avoiding 
sentence-internal conjunction. No such preference should be found for the 
Japanese children. 

Pictures with this type of sentence as a target were used (see Table 6.2, picture 
9), but with less success than the sentences we have been discussing earlier. I t  IS 

difficult to depict a single agent performing two distinct actions to a single 
object. a highly improbable event. Nevertheless, we can try to milk the data. if 
only to see if it disconfms the predictions. In the English data, tbere were seven 
sentences that took the form SVO + VO in which the object was repeated. In 
addition, there were six sentences in which the object was not rcpeated but in 

which there was an anaphoric pronoun. thus taking the form SVO + VRo.  
Finally. there were only three instances of complete phrasals, of the form SV + 

VO. One might summarize these data by saying that 19% (3/16) of the p h d s  
produced took the alternative of sentence-internal conjunction. whereas the 
rcaminder (81%) were formed through concatenation. Tbe Japamse data look 
even sparser. There were only seven sentences of relevance to this question. 
primarily because the pa~Wular lexical items chosen by the chiidrcn did 
conform well to our target. However, of the Seven Sentences produced. six 
involved no repetition of the object and took the form SOV + V. Thus. the dau 
are consistent with the view that c M h n  favor sentence-fd concatenation OVfl 

conjunction internal to the sentence. 
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m e  response to the group of four pictures related to and including picture 9 
(9 ,  10, 11, and 12) were not so w i l y  categorized. For English, overall there 

fewer coord ina t ion~n ly  5596-a~ children tended to ignore parts of the 
pictures. There was also a high proportion of auaphora, an average of 11% PRO 
mponses to each picture. Children often misinterpreted the pictures or chose to 
w n  irrelevant information. Sometimes, they used quite complex constructions 
(wsives. embeddings, etc.) or long-winded descriptions, reflecting the trouble 
&y had in understanding the event. 

[n more general terms, the data from the American children on these four 
pictures conform to the data obtained from the other pictures discussed. The 
pictures designed to elicit FBP (picture 9)  and FP (picture 10) elicited almost no 
vntential responses ( n  = 5).  whereas the other two pictures, the BP (picture 11. 
wbject-verb conjoined) and FBS (picture 12) elicited primarily sentential coor- 
dinations (n =39). 

Finally, it is worth noting the results from the American children on picture 
13. which showed two animals carrying out the same action on different objects. 
Ln English. this could elicit a phrasal coordination of the form SVO + SO, 
involving forward deletion of the verb, gapping. Ninety percent of the responses 
obtained contained the morpheme "and"; however, there were only two phrasal 
coordinations compared to 52 sententids (4%). Again, we find this is a phrasal 
form that the children avoid. Notice that this sentence cannot be derived by 
conjoining like pans of speech, which may explain its absence. We do not know 
what proportion of adult responses would bt phrasal rather than sentential for 
these pictures. 

The results of this study indicate that there are referential contexts that will 
differentially elicit phrasal versus sentential coordinations even for 3 year olds. 
fhe  effect was more compelling when the animate subject was involved than 
when inanimate objects were the focus of attention. The effect was present in 
both English and Japanese, although Japanese children showed an overall prefer- 
ence for phrasal coordinations. Detailed comparison of key sentences revealed a 
Preference for concatenation of final elements rather than sentence-internal con- 
Junction in both'languapes. 

Two types of phrasal coordination were not readily produced by English- 
Waking children. The first is a backward phrasal of the form SV + SVO. which 
Qn be described as backward object deletion. or conjunction of subject-verb. The 
e o n d  is the forward phrasal form SVO + SO, involving forward deletion of the 

(gapping). Both forms may be rare in adult spoken language. In addition. 
first type involves conjunction of subject-verb. not a m e  constituent, and the 

*and type cannot be derived by conjunction at all. This might explain their 
h n c e .  if indeed children form coordinations by conjoining constituents rather 
k i n  via conjunction reduction. as we proposed in earlier papers (de Villiers et al. 
"'6. 1977). We have no evidence supporting the view that sententids are more 
-11) produced at any ape than phrasal fonns in this study. 

.. 
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ELICITED IMITATION STUDY 

In order to assess the generality of our fmdings from the production studies 
described earlier. we also collected data on coordination processing in young 
children using two other performance measures: imitation and act-out corn. 
prehension. We investigated the same set of senlences that our production 
had been designed to elicit (see Table 6.2). 

lmitation of coordination has been the subject of a number of other studies on 
coordination development, notably Slobin and Welsh (1973) and Lust (1977). 
Both these studies report findings that are consistent with the standard theory of 
conjunction reduction. Sentential coordinations were imitated better than p m  
coordinations, and the error data showed that forward coordinations were mom 
primary than backward coordinations (Lust, 1977). Our study on imitation W;IS 

an attempt to replicate this earlier research utilizing a more extensive set of test 
sentences. 

The subjects for this experiment included 13 3 year olds. 20 4 year olds, and 
17 5 year olds, approximately half male and half female within each group. 
Two similar sets of 18 sentences were constructed to control for lexical 

preference. All the sentences were of the basic SVO + SVO syntactic structure. 
exhausting all the wel l - fond  forward, backward, sententid. and phrasal mor- 
dinations ar all levels of redundancy, by which we mean the number of repeated 
items in a sentence. Table 6.6 gives examples of the 18 sentences used in this 
experiment. All the sentences were irreversible and proper names were used in 
subject position to ensure all the sentences were the same length-namely, 1 1  
syllables. 

Children were always tested individually. They were introduced to a parroc 
puppet who repeated everything spoken to it. They were asked U, play the role of 
the puppet and all children readily agreed. Three practice trials were given when 
the subjects learned they were to imitate Sentences spoken by the experimenter. 
Then. the 18 sentences from the assigned set were presented at a normal speaking 
rate, in random order. The session was tape recorded and later tmnscribed. The 
subjects in each age group were about equally divided between tbe two sets of 
sentences (sex was also balanced). 

The subjects' responses were scored into the following categories: correct; 
incorrect; elaboration (when the response contained elements that had been dt- 
leted from the surface s t rucm of the model sentence); or reduction (when the 
response had elements deleted that had been present in the model sentence). 

The data were analyzed using a scries of mixed-model ANOVh.  In all 
ANOVAs, three between-subjects variables were specifted: age, set, sad 
hfferent repeated-measures factors were tested in three separate ANOVA'S 
because not all the factors were crossed with cach other in tbe scntcnces becaw 
of grammatical resmctions. For the purposes of these analyses, elaboration and 
reduction responses were counted as incorrect. following Lust. 

, .. 

' 
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TABLE 6.6 
List of Sentences Used in Elicited Imitation Study 

f (SVO + SVO) 

s (SVO + SVO) 
j i m  wrires a kner and Jim wiles a h e r .  

J&I are a c d i r  and Georgr rode a donkey. 
~s (SVO + SVO) subject redundant 
~ ~ r n  pushed a rrain and Bar? pulled a truck. 
F5 (SVO + svo) Verb r e d U n d P n l  
puula climbed a rrre and Sal/! c l t m k d  a jrnre. 
F5 (SVO + SVO) subject-verb redundant 
Ro.T\ f l i p 3  a kire and Ro? flies a plane. 
85 (SVO + svo) ObJCct redundant 
SumrnF Mvped rhe floor and Bill> wepr rhc f l o o r .  
85 (SVO -L SVO) ~ e r b - o b j ~ t  redundant 
Jud! scnr a nuie and Philip srnf a now. 
FBS (SVO + SVO) subject-objecl redundant 
Roper wshrd  a cup and Rogrr dropped a cup. 
FP (SVO + VO) verb-objccl conJoinedisubJtcl reduced 
Joe? played rhf piano and bear rhe drum. 
FP i S V 0  SO) gapping: verb reduced 
Bot+ drank rhr mill and Jane rhe lemonade. 
f P  (SVO A VO) verbobject conjoinedisubject reduced; verb redundanl 
Sur? bough1 a necklarr and boughr a bracrlrr. 
FP (S\'O -i 0) objert mnjoincd/subject-veh reduced 
.Morion chased rhr rabbir and Ihe hamster. 
BP (SV + SVO) subjcct-verb conjoincdiobjcct reduced 
Hilan mode and Laurie wrapped u sandHi1.h. 
BP ( S \ '  A SVO) subject-verb conjoinediobjcrt reduced; verb redundant 
('htrrlrr firrd and Tomin! f ucd  rhc cabrirer. 
BP IS A SVOi subject cOnjOinCdV~rb-ObJeCI reduced 
. 4nrh f in~  und Mrluiirc c-uohcd a hordop. 
B P  F5 tSV + SVO) suhjcct-vcrh conjoinedbbjcct d u c c d ;  subject redundant 
.$fit IC! rua'e and M i d r y  fed air rlephunr. 
FP,BS (S\'O t .VO) verb-object conjoined/subject rcduced; ObJCCt redundant 
h ~ h r i i  chcrs1.d rhr bulloon and hrr rhr &lllwn 
FBf' t SV - VO) verb conjoined~subjea-ObJbJrct reduced 
Bt.IiIunritr Dnrnrrd and drow u mororhmr 

The first ANOVA tested form-sentential or phrasal; direcrion-forward or 
kkward:  and stop of redundancyldeletion-whether one element or two were 
mdu~dan~/dele~ed (sentences 3. 5 .  6. 7. 9. 12. 13. 15). Age was the only 
"mificant between-subjects variable. F (2.38) = 6.73. p 

imilating better than 3 year olds. and 5 year olds performing best of id]. 
Neither form IF ( I  -38) = .OI I nor direction IF (1.38) = .02l were significant; 
boueWT. scope was highly significant [F (1.38) = 36.15 p .(-@I]. & e d l ,  
bLDde-element redundancies/deletions were harder than double clement (mean 

.. 
.01. with 4 
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scores were .4'> and .67 respectively). The only other significant result wa 
three-way interaction between form, direction. and scope [F (1.38) = 12.37. 
< . O l ] ,  which is difficult to interpret in the absence of smng main effects fortvo 
of these factors. 

Lust ( 1977) reponed an identical ANOVA carried out on data from sentenc- 
with the same syntactic saucture. The only conflict between Lust's findings ad 
ours is that form was a significant main effect in her ANOVA, senvntials k i n e  
easier than phrasals. We should point out that Lust's subjects were younger than 
ours. although 3 year olds participated in both these studies and neither found 
interactions of main effects with age. The only other difference between 
studies lay in the particular lexical items used. Lust used some words like 
Mommy and Dadd!. some animal names, and some given names. We chose dl 
given names to minimize variation in salience. However. the given names un. 
doubtedly also vary in their familiarity for individual children and some of & 
variation in imitation is due to memory problems caused by unfamiliar name 
We introduced a minimal control for this problem by having two sets of sen- 
tences with different lexical items. However, it is still possible in either study 
that lexical differences accounted for a greater part of the variance than syntacrlc 
differences, because neither Lust's study nor ours considered sentences as a 
random variable (Clark, 1973). It is possible, then, that lexical variation was a 
factor obscuring or confounding the effects of syntactic form per se and creating 
the discrepancy in the results. 

In a second ANOVA. form was tested again, along with single 
constituenrs-subject, verb, or object, which were either redundant or deleted 
(sentences 3, 4, 6, 9 ,  10, 13). Age was significant [F (2,38) = 3.93. p < .05]. 
but sex and set were not. Neither form [F (1.38) = .27] nor constituent [f (2.76) 
= .82 were significant main effects; however, the interaction between them was 
at the 5%. level [f (2,76) = 4.18) An inspection of the means for these sentences 
showed that for the sentences involving redundaddeleted suhjecrs, the phrasal 
form (sentence 9) was superior to the sentential form (sentence 3). whereas for 
the redundaddeleted objecr sentences, the sententid form was superior (xn. 
tence 6) compared to the phrasal (sentence 13). The means obtained on h e  
sentences involving a redundant or deleted verb (sentences 4 and 10) were 
the same. 

The last ANOVA examined various sentence rypes with two redundant- 
deleted elements (SV, VO, or SO) and the number of actual deletions-nom 
(sententid). 1, or 2 (complete phrasal) (sentences 5.7.8. 11, 12, 14, 15, 16/17. 
18). Because the SO forward-backward Sentence had two alternative Om- 
deletion sentences, 16 or 17, two separate ANOVAs were conducted. O m  
including sentence 16, once sentence 17. The results were virtually identicd; 
therefore, we repon the F values from the first ANOVA only. Once again. W 
was significant [F (2.38) = 8.91, p c .001]. but not sex or set. Scntence W 
was not significant [F (2.76) = 1.091, but deletion was [F (2.76) = 9.21- P 

.. 
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< .oOl]. "he means for the three deletion pattern&, 1, or 2-wm .69, .48, 
& .61, respectively. Although the difference between the sententid and com- 
plete phrasal coordinations was not significant. scntenm with one elenacnt d e  
kted were significantly poorer than either none or .NO (using the Scheffti test 
81 .os significance level). Tbese one-elrment-deleted sentences (senttnccs 11, 
13. and 16/17) sound rather unnatural, and many of the errors produced by 
subjects in all three age p u p s  consisted of elaborations or reductions. Across 
these four sentences, there were I5 elaborations and 17 reductions, making up 
Over 40% of these two responses obtained m s s  all the Sentences (see Table 
6.7). 

The two repeated-measures factors, Sentence type and number of deletions, 
interacted significantly [I; (4, 152) = 5.57. p < .001]. Ttus interaction is proba- 
bly due to the poor performance on sentence 18. a forward-backward phrasal, 
compared to the other twodeletion phrasal Sentences. 

Looking at Table 6.7, which shows the distribution of the elaboration and 
reduction responses, we confm Lust's finding that there are no reductions on 
backward sententials. However, only 4% of the responses to all sententid forms 
were reduction errors, compared to 8% ia Lust's data. Most of the elaboration 
C K O ~ S  on phrasal sentences occux~ed on the single-deletion sentences discussed 
earlier. and sentence 10, which involved gapping. T h q - s i x  percent of the 
responses to this sentence were elaborations. 

The main findings from this experiment were that in imitation, there were no 
overall differences between sententials and phrasals, forward and backward 
forms. The sentences that were the hardest to imitate were the ones with scope of 
one deletion. or scope of two, with only one unit actually deleted: 

included in this group are those sentences that do not involve the conjunction of 
IAe constituents in their phrasal forms: 

&spite our attempt to control for sentence length in syllables, it is evident that 
h s e  phrasal sentences that are shoner in number of words were easier to imitate. 
Also easy were sentential forms with two redundant elements. despite their extra 
kngth in number of words: 

. 

e.g., 11. Susy bought a necklace and bought a bracelet. 

e+.,  13. Blary made and Laurie wrapped a sandwich. 

TABLE 6.7 
Number of Reduction end Elaboration Responses in 

Elicited Imitation Study 

Smrmcr TJpr .. 
~~~ ~ ~~ 

FS BS FBS FP BP FBP T o d  
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e.g.. 5 .  Rosy flies a kite and Rosy flies a plane. 
Most difficult were sentences that were intermediate in word length with lide 
redundancy: 

lhese latter include sentences that adults regard as questionably grammatical 

In contrast to our findings, Lust's study of elicited imitation of coordination 
did show a main effect of syntactic form. with sententids being easier to imitate 
than phrasds. One explanation for this difference could be the choice of sen- 
tences in both the studies. A major dmwback of both Lust's experiment and ow 
own is that neither of us considered language as a random variable (cf. Clark. 
1973) and so we cannot rule out from either study confounding lexical factors. A 
second criticism against both imitation studies is in the choice of @omance 
measure. In a recent paper, Hood and Lightbown (1977) point out that elicited 
imitation is a very complex task attended to in different ways by different chil- 
dren. As a performance measure, it assesses not only language processing. but 
memory factors, motivation, understanding of task requirements, among other 
nonlinguistic variables. 

e.g.. 10. Bobby drank the milk and Jane the lemonade. 

.. (Gleitman. 1965; Koutsoudas. 1971). 

ACT-OUT COMPREHENSION STUDY 

One task that has proven consistently more informative than elicited imitation is 
act-out comprehension. In the final study reported here, we investigated how 
children interpret coordinated sentences they hear. Specifically, the 
conjunction-reduction hypothesis would predict that sententid forms in which all 
the information is explicit in the surface form should receive a more correct 
interpretation than phrasal fonns in which information has been deleted. How- 
ever, if our earlier data are correct. children should have no more difficulty with 
phrasal than sententid forms, but may balk at certain constructions that involve 
the conjunction of nonconstituents. 

The subjects for this experiment included 42 children, 14 in each of three age 
groups: 3's. 4's. and 5's.  Half the children in each group were male, half female. 
None of these subjects had participated in the imitation experiment. 

Two sets of 18 sentences were constructed using the same types of sentencs 
employed in the imitation eiperiment. These sentences, however, wen reven- 
ible in meaning, with assorted animals playing the roles of agent and patient. The 
length of the sentences ranged from 13 to 15 syllables. Table 6.8 lists one of the 
sets of sentences used in this study. 

Each child was tested individually in separate sessions on both sets of sen- 
tences. Fmt. the child was asked to name all the animals that were to k used in 
the experiment. Then, the child was told to act out on a small stage the event 
described by the experimenter. llree practice trials were given with simple 
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TABLE 6.8 
Lbt of Sentences Used in Act-Out Comprehension Study - 

1. s (SVO + SVO) 

2. 5 (SVO + SVO) 
Thr runlr bwnprd the ubra nnd the tunlr bympcd the ubra.  

rhr rlrphanr kissed thr giraflr and thr horsc rwrhrd rhr turkey. 

shrrp licked rhe gorilla and the sherp pushrd rhr h g a r 0 0 .  
3, ~5 (SVO + SVO) subpt redundrnt 

4. f S  (SVO + SVO) verb redundant 
The camrl hir rhe elrphanr and rhr pig hir thr mnlr. 

3 FS (SVO + SVO) subject-verb redundant 
Thr zrbra kicked rhr rurkq ond rhr zebra kickrd rhr camrl. 

6 8s (SVO + SVO) object dundant 
The Rorilla touchrd rhe shrrp and rhr kangaroo pushed rhe shrrp. 

7. 8s (SVO + SVO) verb-objec! redundant 
Thr pig kickrd rhe giraffe and rhe rurkey kickrd the giraffr. 

8 .  Ff/S (SVO + SVO) subject-objcrt redundant 
Thp horsr kissed rhe rurrle and rhe horsr hi! rhr r u d e .  

9. f P  (SVO + VO) vcrb-objcct conjoine&'subject reduced 
Thr gorilla bumprd rhr camrl and lirked the zrbra. 

10 F f  (SVO + SO) gapping; verb reduced 
The sheep parred :he kangaroo and rhr pig rhr g i r e r .  

I I FP (SVO + VO) verb-objecr conjoimd/subjert reduced: verb redundant 
Thr elrphanr rouchrd rhe horse and rouchrd rhr rurkej. 

12 FP (SVO + 0) object conjoincd3ubject-verb reduced 
The alligaror paned thr runlr and rhr horsr. 

I !  BP (SV + SVO) subject-verb conjoindobject reduced 
Thr camel kissrd and the pig bumped rhr kangaruo. 

I4 8 P  (SV + SVO) subject-verb conjoined/objec! d u c e d :  verb redundant 
Thu shrep hrr and rhe zebra hi: the alligaror. 

I5 8 P  (S * SVO) subject conjoined/verb-obJect reduced 
Thr gorilla and rhe rlephanr kicked the giraffe. 

16 8 P / F S  (SV + SVO) subject-verb conjoinediobicct reduced; rubJect redundant 
The :rbra pushed and rhe :rbra licked rhu alligator. 

1' FP/ES (SVO +, VO) verb-ob~ect conjoinedisubject reduced: objeci redundant 
The rhrrp rouched the gorilla and pushrd rhe gorilla. 

18 f B f  (sv + VOJ verb conjoincd/rubjcct~,berI reduced 
The alligaror parred and kissed rhr hngaroo. 

mcoorlnated sentences. Then, the 18 test sentences were presented in random 
e r  by one experimenter. while a second experimenter wrote down exactly 

the child did. For each sentence, the experimenters sele~tcd the m h d S  

m d  to act out the Sentence and placed them on the stage. If less than three 
needed. additional distractor animals were added, so that on each trial a 

mimum of three animals occupied the stage. The responses were coded 85 

or incorrect. Because each child received both sets of ~eniences. for each 
m k n c e  type, a maximum score of 2 could be obtained. 
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.. 

The data were analyzed using the same ANOVA models as in the jmjbt,m 

experiment. Age and sex were the two between-subject variables. 
In the first ANOVA. there were three repeated-measures factors: form 

tcntial or phrasal). dirucrion (forward OT backward). and scape of redundank> 
deletion (one or two). Age was significant at the 1%- level [F (2.39) = 6.sll. A, 
in the imitation experiment, only scope was significant among the repaw 
measures [ F  (1.39) = 89.94. p < .oOl]. Sentences with scope of two 
unde r s td  better than sentences with scope of one. Scope interacted signlfi. 
cantly with direction [ F (1.39) = 24.17. p < .Ool] and form IF ( 1.39) = 8.56. 
< .01]. and also with direction and form [F (1.39) = 12.41. p < . O l j .  Thw 
interactions are explained by the selective poor performance on the backua  
single-scope coordinations of the form SVO + SVO (sentences 6 and 13). 

In  the second ANOVA. form and constiruent (S, V. or 0) were the tu,, 

repeated-measures factors analyzed. All three main effects were significant: aec 
[ F  (2.39) = 5.37. p < .01]. form [ F  (1.39) = 6.34. p C .OS]. andconstituent 
(2,78) = 21.05, p < .001]. There were no significant interactions. Sentence, 
with verb or object redundantldeleted were harder to understand than those in 

which the subject was redundanVdeleted, particularly in their phrasal forms. Thc 
object-reduced sentence is of the form SV + SVO in which the child has diffi- 
culty capitalizing on an initial NVN clause corresponding to subject-verb-object . 

In fact. 62% of the errors made on this sentence included making the subject of thc 
fmt clause act on the subject of the second clause-that is, takmg the fmt NVN and 
interpreting it as agent-action-patient. The verb-deleted (gapping) sentence of 
the form SVO + SO was also very difficult to understand. Generally. the first 
clause was acted out correctly, but then children did not h o w  what to do with the 
remaining two nouns. These two sentences. which were SO poorly understood. 
correspond to the two phrasal forms children hardly ever produced, again point- 
ing to a difficulty in processing these forms that do not involve conjunction of 
constituents. 

The third and fourth ANOVA's tested delerion (none. 1, or 2) by sentence 
cpe (SV, VO. or SO) with sentence 16 and 17 as the onedeletion SO sentence 
respectively. Age was significant at the 1% level [ F  (2.39) = 5.36h.49). M e -  
tion was significant in both ANOVA's [ F  (2,78) = 31.64, p < .oOl/F (2,78) = 
4.94, p < .01]; however. sentence type was significant only when senlence 1b 
was included [ F  (2.78) = 6.65. p < .05], but not with Sentence 17 [F (2.78) 
= .61]. The interaction between the two repeated-measures factors w a ~  highly 
significant ( p  < .001) in both ANOVA's [F (4,156) = 9.6115.61). As in 
imitation experiment. the deletion effect is due to the fact that the sentences wfh 
one element deleted were worse than either the complete phrasals or sententids. 
?he other significant effects were due to the relatively poor comprehension Of 

sentence l b w h i c h  is also the object-reduced form SV + SVO-and senten= 
IS, SV + VO. Seventy-one percent of the errors on sentence 16 involved 
intital clause, m h g  the subject of the fmt clause act on a distractor ObJ& 

. 
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TABLE 6.9 
Proportion of correct 
Responses Involving 

Simultaneous Action in 
Act-Out Comprehension 

Study 

Smrrncr 

I5  14 7 

3 ycar olds 55 40 21 
4 year olds 63 42 20 
5 ycar olds 68 33 25 

rather on than the correct object. Although sentence I8 was comprehended 
better than sentence 16, children sometimes only acted out one of the two actions 
specified. or included a distractor animal as the object of the fmt clause (account- 
ing for 70% of the errors on this sentence). 

In general, these results closely suppon the findings from the other experi- 
mens we conducted. We found no overall effect of sententid or phrasal form, 
nor of backward or forward direction of deletion. Sentences that were difficult to 
understand were backward phrasds of the form SV + SVO, forward phrasals 
involving gapping of the form SVO + SO, and forward-backward phrasals. SV - VO. None of these forms were readily produced in the elicited-production 
experiment, and they were relatively difficult for children to imitate. Ardery 
(1979) has conducted a similar comprehension study, using the same act-out 
procedure, and with many of the same sentence types. Her results confm our 
findings in every respect. 

In the comprehension data. we also found evidence that phrasals were inter- 
preted as meaning something different than corresponding sententials. For ex- 
ample. in the group of backward coordinations with scope of tw+sentences 
7. 14 (one deletion). and 15-we obtained two types of correct responses. In 
one. the two agents act on the object successively: in the other. they act simultan- 
eOuslj. Table 6.9 shows the proponion of simulraneous responses relative to the 
total number of correct responses for each of these sentences. It is clear that the 
Wmplete phrasal (sentence 15) was most frequently interpteted as simultaneous 
action. whereas sententials (sentence 7) were primarily understood as successive 
artion. This finding suppons Jeremy's (1978) study on temporal conswints on 

Wntences were also interpreted differently depending on syntactic form. because 
One could not act out other sentences in different ways. 

L'nfonunately. we did not include in this experiment the possibility of inter- 
Feting two identical NP's as being nonidentical reference. For example. for a 
enlence such as: 

Wrdination production. I t  was not possible to determine whether other groups of .. 

. .  
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The giraffe kicked the elephant and the giraffe pushed the turtle. 

we only had available a single g s e .  precluding the possibilty that the child 
could demonstrate to us the same contextual constraints as we discovered in the 
elicited-production study. The proper experiment on comprehension thus re- 
mains to be done. 

.. 

PERFORMANCE VARIABLES 

Before turning to the major conclusions of this chapter. we would like to address 
one important issue in child-language research-namely, the effects of different 
tasks on performance. In the course of our investigations into this particular area 
of syntactic development, we uncovered numerous methodological pirfalls in all 
the measures we used. Taking our studies as an example, it is worth describing 
these difficulties to illustrate the importance of adopting a varied methodology in 
research on child language. 

Spontaneous-Speech Samples 

The difficulties in drawing conclusions from spontaneous-speech data fall into 
three major categories: 

1. Unless a transcript is richly suppontd with contextual notes, or videotape 
methods are used, it is often very difficult to study the referential context of the 
speech. In our study, we wanted to know not only which contexts produced 
which types of coordinated sentence (phrasal versus sentential), but also how 
contexts themselves varied in frequency. For example, did opportunities for 
subject conjunction occur quite often, but did the children avoid tallung about 
them? Or. were opportunities for subject conjunction as rare as the sentences 
involving subject conjunction? Spontaneous speech is one of the richest SOLUCCS 

of data on child language. offering no artificial constraints on the chdd’s perfor- 
mance. Unfortunately, this lack of constraint means that the context is out of 
the control of the researcher, and a chiid’s failure to produce some construction 
could result from either a lafk of knowledge or a lack of opportunity. 

2. Given a sample of spontaneous speech. how can one make inferences 
about the child’s linguistic knowledge? We ez~y)untmd two difficulties that 
representative of this problem. Fmt, we were sensitive to the criticism that 
children might have failed to produce sentential conjunctions because they had 
low MLU’s. The argument was that although hey derived phrasal ConjunctionS 
from M underlying sententid form, they never actualized sententid forms in 
spealung because of a length constraint. It is d i f f i i t  to counter speculation of 
this type because any failure of thc predictions of 8 theory could rep~onablY 

. 
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ssigned to a performance deficit. In this particular case, we werc able to show 
&at the child's phrasal conjunctions were longer than the minimum needed to 
@uce a sentential form. 'Ihus. although in general the MLU was low, the 
&ence of sentcntial coordinations was not due simply to a length constraint. 

Second, there is the problem of the correct level of analysis for the sentences. 
11 i s  tempting to borrow the terminology of adult linguistics and refer to sentences 
LS involving "subpt conjunction" or "deletion of the predicate." but these 
Sentences are being produced at an age when there is very little evidence that the 
child has abstract grammatical categories like subject at all (Bowerman. 1973). 
Conjunction has been proposed as a reasonable test of whether or not sentence 
elements are constituents (Chomsky, 1957). but one can hardly apply that reason- 
ing to the earliest forms that children produce, at least not without considerably 
more evidence than we have available. Thus, researchers in child language who 
rre interested in syntactic development face a dilemma: either to start at the 
beginning of speech. justify categories and rules on conservative grounds as the 
evidence becomes available in the child's language, and gradually build from 
there; or to use the less conservative method and assign adult-like structural 
descnptions as early as possible. 

3. Because of the time and effon involved in collecting transcripts of spon- 
taneous speech, usually only a small number of children participate in such 
studies. particularly if they are longitudinal. Given the limited sample size, one 
mlght reasonably question how representative the data obtained would be for the 
population at large. Although in general there has been considerable consistency 
across different studies of spontaneous speech (e.g.. Brown, 1973). with respect 
lo the development of coordination. we found some important individual dif- 
ferences. Whereas our own data from Adam. Eve, and Sarah indicated the 
pnmacy of phrasal coordinations. Bloom et al. (1980) report that for some of 
h e i r  subjects sentential and phrasal foms entered their speech at the same time. 

Elicited Production 

This type of task has not been exploited to any great extent in developmental 
PYcholinguistics. though it has the advantage over spontaneous speech that the 
caprimenter can control the context and equalize opponunities for different 
9-s of constnrctions. The main dlfficulties with this methodology are as fol- 
bus: 

1 .  There are limits to what can be drawn or acted out successfully for the 
d l l d  10 describe. Some of these limitations are relatively superficial: only certain 

C a n  be depicted clearly. thus limiting the semantic content of the pictures. 
mf stud). we also found that some of our pictures were rather implausible. 

*h as the one of a bear simultaneously painting and sawing a piece of wood. 
shggled to draw pictures that would compel the child to use certain con- 

.. 
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structions. and discovered that the rarity of a consbuction in spontaneous Speech 
was due IO the implausibility of the event's ever occurring. 

2. The second problem is more pervasive: Children vary in how much fier 
will say under these circumstances. We had four warm-up slides in which & 
encouraged children to describe everything they saw, ideally in completc en. 
tences. However, some children. especially the younger 3 year Olds, persisted in 
saying the minimum until prompted. For example: 

. 

Child: "A bear. " 
E: "And what else?" 
Child: "Wood. " 
E: "Anything else?" 
Child: "Painting it.  " 

and so forth, and these responses could not be counted. Motivational problems 
were quite rare in the population we tested; the reverse problem we encountered 
was a child's saying much more than we intended. For example: 

Child: "Two elephants . . . one eating a apple and . . . two elephants. and one 
has pink on and one's.. . no, their pants, one's pants are blue and 
one's green and one of the coats. . . one is yellow and one is pink, and 
the gray, and one's eating a apple and riding a bike." 

Elicited Imitation 

Slobin and Welsh (1973) believed that elicited imitation was an excellent way of 
assessing a child's linguistic knowledge as the child appeared to filter sentences 
through his or her own gramrnar while stil l  preserving the meaning. However, 
more recently, this method has come under attack for the following reasons: 

1. Because the usual procedure is to present sentences in the absence of 
context, the data obtained could seriously underestimate what a child is capable 
of producing in a context in which the sentences might be plausible (Bloom. 
1975). Elicited-imitation studies of constructions that an highly sensitive lo 
contextual constraints, like coordination, would be especially vulnerable to such 
criticism. 

2. Children may "parrot" sentences within their immediate memory span 
and hence appear to process sentences they could not themselves produce (Hood 
& Lightbown. 1977). It may be better to introduce a delay between presentation 
and imitation. 

3. Length and redundancy of items art two factors known to influence shon- 
term memory, yet they covary with some of the more interesting linguistic 
variables and thus may contamhate results. For example, in coordination. sen- 
tcntial forms are longer than correspooding phrasals. If one controls for length. 
then sententid forms have the dvaatage of more repeated items. Controlling for 
length in number of words is m possible witbout adding grammaUCd 
complexity-for example. includmg adjectives to the phrasal coordinations 
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cr.g.. Lust. 1977)dut length in syllables may not be a psychologically real 
dimension. Fortunately, certain results that emerged in OUT study-namely, the 
mfticulty of some typcs of sentences and the lack of a difference between back- 
ward and forward coordination-ot be explaiocd away by appeal to dif- 
frmnces in length or redundancy. 

U - O u t  Comprehension 

W'e chose act-out comprehension in preference to picture-cued comprehension 
bcause the latter is much more resmcted by the alternatives that can be pre- 
gnted. Nevertheless, there are problems with this method: 

1 .  Even our task limited the kinds of interpretations a child could show us. as 
ne pointed out earlier. Thus, we could not demonstrate whether children dif- 
ferentiated the meaning of sententid and phrasal coordinations with respect to 
referential context. Potentially. one could do so by adding duplicate animals; 
however this would increase the difficulty of the task considerably. 

2. Perhaps the most serious &oncoming of this task is the resmcted lexical 
variety in the sentences that can be used. Reversible sentences preclude a child 
from using semantic strategies of interpretation, and yet this may lead to a false 
picture of the child's interpretative strategies. Maratsos, Kuczaj. Fox, & 
Chalkley ( 1  979) have shown that children who understand the passive voice with 
action verbs like hit or push fail to understand i t  with mental verbs like know. or 
rmicrnber. The use of action verbs in comprehension tasks may thus overesti- 
mate the child's general comprehension of a consmction. 

Not one method currently used in child-language research is free of criticism. 
kben if the shortcomings just outlined could be eliminated. the data obtained 
h i m  a single method would still only be a measure of one aspect of the child's 
llnpuistic performance. and not a clear reflection of underlying competence. To 
Wuce the problems and limitations inherent in assessing performance, we advo- 
mk the use of diverse tasks whenever possible. 

There are two major advantages in using several performance measures in 
ChWi~~guage  research: The f i t  is that when there is overlap in the data from 
u ' C m l  experiments, this increases confidence in the results obtained. In the 
p r X n 1  study. for example, the imitation task produced results that were very 
'k 10 those obtained from the comprehension task in most respects; the correla- 
b n  between the difficulty ranking of the 18 sentence types used in the two tasks 

.73. This occurred despite the lack of precise control over sentence length in 
Ib- Comprehension task. the extra requirements of acting out an event. and the 

the sentences were ineversible for imilation and reversible for com- 
k h s i o n .  

. 
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Secondly. different tasks will often produce complementary findings: thus. 
while the elicited-production study highlighted the imponance of contexmd 
variables in sentence cm-rdination, the spontaneous-speech data illustrated & 
developmental course 0 1  sentence coordination. 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF SENTENCE COORDINATION 

The major question this chapter set out to answer is how sentence coordination 
develops in young children. Based on the data from four studies we descnm 
earlier, we propose the following model: Children in the age range we habe 
studied, from 2 to 6 years old. process coordinated sentences in a relative]! 
simple way, by directly conjoining like constituents in a Sentence. In addition. 
certain psychological processing constraints operate within this model so that the 
site where the conjoined elements are placed affects the dtfficulty in producing 
different forms of coordination. Specifically, because spoken language is pro- 
cessed in a left-to-right manner, conjunction of elements at the end of a sentence 
is easiest, at the beginning is harder, and in the middle is hardest. 
Our first piece of evidence in favor of this model comes from the 

spontaneous-speech data, which shows that phrasal and sentential forms of cwr. 
dination are not derived from one another. ln our study, phrasal coordinations 
were developmentally earlier than corresponding sentential forms. Bloom et d.'s 
data (1980) are in close agreement with our own, although in three of their 
subjects, phrasals and sententials appeared at about the same time, whereas in the 
fourth child, phxasals came in earlier. In addition, we found that th? very earliest 
conjunctions to appear were not in well-formed sentences. but consisted of 
simple noun + noun or verb + verb phrases that probably form the basis for lam 
phrasal coordinations. Although these data strongly indicate that in child lan- 
guage, phrasal and sentential coordinations have separate mots, we do not dis- 
m i s s  the possibiliv that for the adult, the different forms come from the samC 
source (we return to this issue in a later section). As we pointed out in tk 
Introduction. there are other examples in the literature that illustrate that syntacuc 
structures may have different roots for children and adults. 

The second piece of evidence in favor of this model is that very early on. 
children are sensitive to the different contextual constraints on the form of CW 
dination. Thus, in the study of elicited production in English and Japanese. 
found that even the youngest subjects rtspected referential identityhonidcntify P 
a powerful constmint on the use of phrasal or sententid form. Again, this argU@ 
for the separate roots of sentential and phrasal coordinations. as right ffom * 
start children consider that the different forms have dlfferrnt meanings. 

The third piece of evidence comes from the h d s  of sentences that the chil- 
dren in all the studies had the most difficulty with. The forms most wclr  
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poduced, correctly imitated and understood, w m  two phrasals of tbe form: SV 
+ svo and SVO + SO. 7he first type. a backward phrasal, involves, from the 
p p t i v e  of a conjunction model, the conjoining of subject and verb, 8s in: 

m e  rabbit is holding and the cat is hitting the drum. 

This type of sentence does not involve the conjunction of a tnre constituent and 
wauld therefore not be generated within a conjunction model. The second type of 
WniCnce cannot be described by conjunction. It can only be described in terms 
of deletion of the verb (gapping) as in: 

m e  cow is eating the apple and the horse the banana. 

Almost no examples of these types of sentences were found in the production 
LU. They were also difficult to understand and imitate correctly. 

The second part of our proposed model of the development of sentence coor- 
dinat ion addresses the issue of processing consmints within a surface-smcture 
model. Because in such a model. left-to-right processing of language is a central 
frctor. the place in the sentence whefe the conjoined elements are situated will 
Iffect the difficulty of the sentence. Placing extra elements at the end of a 
unicnce poses the least load, and requires the least advanced planning; thus, in 
tnglish. object conjunctions of the form: 

The rabbit is holding the umbrella and the balloon. 

uc the easiest phrasal coordinations to produce in the elicited-production task. 
There is also a preponderance of such sentences in the spontaneous-speech data, 
dlhough as we pointed out earlier, this may be because there are more oppor- 
tunities for such sentences rather than because of any syntactic constraints. In 
hgl i sh .  we found that these object conjunctions were more frequently produced 
m h e  phrasal form than subject conjunctions like: 

The frog and the tude are watching television. 

k i n g  conjoined elements at the end of a Sentence is perhaps easier than at the 
&ginning. An alternative explanation might be that the grammatical role affects * processing difficulty; thus, objects may be easier to conjoin than subjects 
mfipective of their place in the sentence. We ruled out this explanation by look- 
W at dau from Japanese children in the elicited-production task. In Japanese. 
bUh object and subject conjunction are backward. but subjects are placed at the 
b n n i n p  of the sentence. whereas objects are placed in the middle. Japanese 
chlJdren found it  easier to produce the subject-conjoined sentences rather than the 

where the conjoined elements are placed. Funhermore. this Japanese data 
*ws that placing conjoined elements in the middle of a sentence is harder than 

‘)cst*onjoined, thus showing that i t  is not a question of grammatical role. but .. 

at either end. 
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THE RELATION BETWEEN LINGUISTIC THEORY AND 
CHILD LANGUAGE 

In the first part of this chapter. we laid out the two major alternative linguistic 
models of sentence coordination. In the standard transformational theory. senten- 
tial and phrasal coordinations share a common deep structure. but phrasals are 
more complex, as they involve conjunction reduction in deriving their surface 
forms. In the second model. phrasal coordinations are not derived from sentential 
coordinations. but are generated directly by conjoining like elements. 

Until recently, the conjunction-reduction model has enjoyed the greatest sup 
port among linguists (e.g., Smckwell et al.. 1973) and psychologists (e.g., Lust, 
1977. Lust & Mervis, 1980). However, as we pointed out earlier, with the 
changes now taking place in linguistic theory. the status of conjunction reduction 
is uncertain. The general trend has been towards reducing the transformational 
component and allowing for more direct generation of complex forms in the 
base. Although no one to our knowledge has recently worked out a detailed alter- 
native to conjunction reduction w i b  this new framework, the conjunction 
model originally proposed by Dougherty (1%7. for one example) seems to 
correspond to the proposal that some phrasal forms would be generated in the 
base, rather than being derived from sententials via deletion and regrouping. 

Tbe model for the development of sentence coordination outlined earlier is 
compatible with Dougherty's conjunction model; we find that children only 
process well coordinations involving the conjunction of like constituents, and 
have the p a t e s t  difficulty with those phrasal coordinations that cannot be de- 
rived by conjunction. On the other hand, we have no data to support the 
conjunction-reduction schema: we do not fiad that children in the age range we 
studied derive phrasals from corresponding sententials. and sentential forms are 
not the earliest to appear in children's speech. 

Clearly. at some point, the psychological data and linguistic theory must be 
compatible. At present. though there is a wealth of evidence from child-language 
data in favor of the conjunction model (see also Ardery. 1979; Bloom et al.. 
1980; Greenfield & Dent, 1979; Jeremy. 1978). the issue is still controversial 
among linguists. This asymmetry could be resolved in a number of ways. 

One possibility would be that the conjunction-reduction schema is the correct 
model for the way adults process Coordination. This would imply that at some 
point in development. a reorganization takes place in the child's linguistic system 
and there is a shift from phrase-structure rules for conjunction to conjunction 
reduction. We suggested this possibility in cartier papers (de Villiers et al.,  1976. 
1977); however, the evidence on which w based that argument now appears 
inadequate. Specifically, we argued that at about 4 years of age, it appeared that 
children were confusing s e n t e n d  and phrasal forms in memory. and in the 
imitation task produced many elaborations and reduction cmrs. This coincided 
with tbe point when sententials appearrd in the spontaneous-speech protocols. 

. 
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we have now collected imitation data from more subjects and the 4 year d& 
M k  no different from the other children. Also, Bloom et d. 's  (1980) 
wntaneous-spaech data show that sententids c ~ n  begin din than we origi- 
d i y  thought. There are no comparable psycholmguistic data on coordination 
v s s i n g  in older children or adults from the SBW performance measures that 
rc have used with preschoolers. This means that t&re is no evidena to support 

hypothesis of a syntactic reorganization in later chi~dhood (sec dso hbratsos, 
1978). 

m e  alternative would be that the conjunction model is the correct description 
for both children's and adults' coordination processing. Given the evidence we 
b v e  described in this chapter, this possibility appears the most parsimonious. 
Lnpuistic models that aim to achieve psychological reality can look towards data 
from child language to resolve theoretical conflicts. In the case of Sentence 
coordination, the developmental research points to a close-to-the-surface model, 
w t h  different forms of coordinated sentences k ing  generated by phrase- 
structure rules xather than by conjunction reduction. 
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